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1 INTRODUCTION

High-performance computing (HPC) is central to science and engineering, from critical scientific
calculations such as climate simulation to advanced manufacturing methods for airframes and
cars. While software bugs continue to be a weak link in the trustworthiness of HPC software [10],
another weak link associated with the end of Moore’s law is the propensity of simulations to be
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affected by soft errors—transient faults occurring within the silicon that cause erroneous values
in the application state. In addition to high-energy particles causing these faults, manufacturing
variability, heat, and aging coupled with internal noise and lower-voltage margins also contribute
to these silent data corruptions, affecting the integrity of long-running simulations [12, 20, 32].

Many types of software-based soft-error detectors have been proposed: those that check for
aberrations in the time series of the computational data [8], those that check that the loaded data
matches what was stored [35], and detectors that fit a machine learning model around the “normal
profile” of the computational data [30]. Unfortunately, all of these detection schemes introduce
unacceptable computational overheads—30% for some and much more for others. A 30% overhead
in sequential performance clearly sets us back a few generations in terms of Moore’s law. The
detailed study of resilience solutions and their overheads provided in [5] emphasizes some of these
points. Another significant drawback of these detection schemes is that they have false-positive
rates that are much higher than the rates at which faults themselves occur, potentially causing
unnecessary recomputations. Last, but not least, inserting error detectors into an application’s code
base can have non-trivial software engineering challenges that are not often explicitly addressed.

One reason for this high detection overhead is that the detector is invoked very frequently—
almost every time that key data values are generated. The second reason is that the computed
data itself, or some key aspect thereof, gets checked. The FailAmp approach presented in this
article makes some key departures: (1) FailAmp is focused on a narrow but important aspect of the
overall computation, namely, address generation. Consequently, FailAmp has very low overhead (an
average of 5%). (2) FailAmp does the error checking quite infrequently, and in the interim keeps
“amplifying” (propagating forward) each fault.1 (3) FailAmp is 100% precise—no false positives or
negatives for the covered aspect of the fault. (4) The process of inserting detectors is completely
automated, as FailAmp is nothing but an LLVM transformation of the given code into a new code
that integrates detector deployment within it.

Accessing individual elements in values of aggregate types such as arrays and structures require
structured address generation. These are compute-intensive parts of an HPC code’s execution,
which are known to be important vulnerability windows that must be preferentially protected.
In fact, virtually all modern microprocessors and DSP units employ a dedicated hardware unit
called the Address Generation Unit (AGU) to offload address generation from the main execution
unit [21]. Thus, our work is relevant to practice and can actually be viewed as a well-targeted
resilience solution, guarding bit-flips in the AGU.

A simple example that illustrates our approach is in Figure 1. Let us consider the well-accepted
error model (e.g., [1, 4]) of a single bit-flip that affects the computation of index i occurring
somewhere within the entire computation, causing one summand to come from an alternate lo-
cation A[i’] (left-hand code block). If i’ strays outside the legal address space, the computation
will very likely crash, thus obtaining a “free” detection, in effect. However, in today’s large address
spaces, this is becoming less likely, and the final sum will carry the difference between A[i’] and
A[i]. In a sense, the address generated, A_at_i, is computed with respect to the fixed base address
of A and a moving offset i that suffers one corruption (middle column code block). The rightmost
column of Figure 1 expresses the high-level idea behind relativization (our implementation is ac-
tually much more general, as we shall explain momentarily). Notice that we set relative_A to A,
and set relative_i to 0. In the loop, we generate relative_A in terms of its own previous value
augmented by a delta_i value. Thus, once a relative_A is corrupted by a bit-flip at any point, all

subsequent address calculations based off it are also corrupted, and the assert will fail.

1We could also refer to FailAmp as “Break-fast,” i.e., “fails faster and fails visibly.”
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Fig. 1. Summation code with the argument pointer transformed according to FailAmp.

The FailAmp approach generalizes what we described in the following ways:

• It handles objects of type T that are arbitrary nests of arrays and structs, i.e.,
• T ::= primitive | T* | { f_i : T_i }.
• FailAmp handles addressing changes caused by vectorization.
• We have conducted extensive empirical validation of FailAmp on many examples, demon-

strating the performance of the FailAmp-transformed code.
• Using an LLVM-level fault injector targeting address calculations, we empirically demon-

strate that FailAmp obtains 100% coverage of all address generation faults.
• We also applied a symbolic formal verification tool to FailAmp’s LLVM transformation and

caught a bug that resulted in a revision of our translation scheme. This bug was a rare corner
case that arose only when we applied a compiler vectorization flag, the compiler chose to
vectorize, and the runtime pointer was not aligned.

• FailAmp allows users to effect a trade-off between detection latency and detector overhead.
By delaying the assert checks to the point just before a relativized pointer is lost, we can
obtain the least overhead. In the absence of bit-flips, FailAmp guarantees that all gener-
ated addresses (and, hence, the data that are fetched) are equal in a bit-exact sense—thus
preserving the intended program semantics.

• We demonstrate that the error detection efficacy of FailAmp is not reduced by source-to-
source loop optimizations such as polyhedral transformations and tiling, which are very
important for programs in this class.

• When used with an x86 code generator, FailAmp introduces an average overhead of approx-
imately 5% for realistically sized examples (smaller examples often have higher overheads,
as the relativization costs are not adequately amortized).

• We have developed a relativization approach that can exploit the ARM ISA to significantly
reduce the overhead in many cases.

2 BACKGROUND

We focus on soft errors—transient bit-flips—that affect instruction execution. These errors can
impact combinational or sequential logic and can affect one or more bits. A bit-flip in the microar-
chitecture can either be masked (if the state affected is not required for architecturally correct
execution [19]) or propagate to the architectural state. An error that reaches the architectural
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state might be benign (masked by the application), lead to a program crash, be detected by the ap-
plication, or escape detection altogether and lead to silent data corruption. The goal of our work
presented in this article is to eliminate silent data corruptions caused by address-generation fault
errors.

Beam-injection studies [26] have shown that there are many don’t-cares at the circuit, logic,
and architectural levels that mask a majority of the faults. It was reported in this article that only
a negligible percentage (about 0.03%) of the injected faults actually turned into silent data corrup-

tions. In a follow-up study [25], however, it was pointed out that due to technology scaling trends,
this number is bound to rise significantly. In addition to particle strikes, one now has to worry
about the relatively higher variability in transistor switching characteristics, increasing levels of
system noise, and component aging. Now, with the “end of Moore’s law” resulting in sub 10-nm
feature sizes and the immense pressure to reduce energy consumption, there is a general level of
consensus that some degree of adoption of system resilience solutions [3] is inevitable in all sci-
entific computing platforms of the future. Even given all this, there is still widespread reluctance
in adopting system resilience solutions in HPC. Our work shows that if resilience solutions are
focused to narrow, but critical, aspects of a computation, and if more failure-amplifying methods
are developed, the overall detection costs can be brought down significantly.

When it comes to practical system resilience solutions, software-based solutions are, under-
standably, far more popular now than hardware-based solutions. The main reason is that the extra
hardware involved can prove to be a constant speed impediment while sitting idle and not firing
most of the time. Virtually all software-based solutions depend on redundant computations [3].
Also, a recovery method is often invoked following fault detection.

2.1 Closely Related Work

The idea of introducing relativization in structured address generation for detecting soft errors was
first introduced by Sharma et al. as part of their PRESAGE algorithm [28]. While the PRESAGE
algorithm successfully demonstrated the feasibility of relativization scheme, the algorithm could
handle only one-dimensional arrays. Our FailAmp work is a significant improvement over the
PRESAGE algorithm, as FailAmp can handle values of aggregate types of any arbitrary shape
and size such as multi-dimensional arrays. Also, unlike FailAmp, the PRESAGE algorithm was
not subjected to any formal analysis to verify its correctness, which we believe is of paramount
importance for any compiler pass that performs code transformation. Finally, in addition to these
differences, our work introduces a new approach for exploiting ISAs such as ARM to further reduce
error detection overheads.

3 THE TRANSFORMATION ALGORITHM

The FailAmp transformation algorithm takes in a stream of LLVM instructions and an effective
address chain beginning at an object of the allowed type (arrays of structs) to be transformed. The
power of FailAmp stems from the fact that compilers that generate the LLVM intermediate form
(e.g., the Clang compiler) exploit the versatility of a single powerful instruction called the “get
element pointer,” or getelementptr (GEP) for structured address computation. FailAmp emits
a transformed stream of LLVM instructions where the incoming GEP instructions acting on the
effective address chain are replaced by relativized counterparts. Non-GEP instructions are simply
copied unchanged into the output stream.

3.1 LLVM Background

We now introduce the requisite background on LLVM. The versatility of GEP is illustrated by an
example from [18]. Consider the C declaration struct ST ∗ s; where ST is of type.
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Fig. 2. FailAmp Illustration.

struct ST {int X; double Y; int Z;} ;

Given this, &s[1].z turns into a single GEP instruction

%arrayidx = getelementptr inbounds %struct.ST, %struct.ST∗ %s, i64 1, i32 2

A GEP instruction indexes by item, not by byte. The instruction takes the address %s and indexes
the array to get item 1, then takes that address and indexes the struct to get item 2, which is field Z.
Note that multi-argument GEPs (such as in our illustration) can be broken down into a sequence of
single-argument GEPs that successively consumes each argument. GEPs are also employed when
handling vectorization where the data layout is interpreted modulo the indexing steps needed by
the vector instruction. Essentially, another GEP instruction for the vectorized output is generated.

3.2 An Example

We now present the FailAmp transformation on a simple example involving four GEPs in sequence:

e2 = д(e1, i1); e3 = д(e2, i2); e4 = д(e2, i3); e5 = д(A, i4).

We present a GEP as д(e, i ), where e is an incoming effective address and i is an index (offset)
with respect to e . This illustration covers all of the corner cases of our formal transformation
presented in Section 3.3. Figure 2 details this example. We consider an array A that is the target of
relativization. Each GEP instruction carries as an argument an effective address and a displacement
with respect to it and computes a new effective address. For example, e2 is obtained by adding e1

and i1, and so on. The effective addresses generated in this example are e2, e3, e4, and e5.
Consider the translation of e2 = д(e1, i1). For this, we obtain the displacement (from the array

base) of e1, via pm[e1], and add i1 to it, thus obtaining di2 . Δ2 is now the difference between the
displacements, i.e., di2 − di1 . We now generate a GEP — namely, re2 = д(re1 ,Δ2) —generating the
same address as e2, albeit via the relativized chain. We finally update the pointer map at location ei2

with the displacement di2 . The rest of the transformations may be understood in the same manner.

Role of a Pointer Map: To turn the current relativized address to the next relativized address, all
we need is to add an “address delta.” Address deltas are easily calculated if we know the displace-
ment of each new effective address from the base of the array. These displacements are denoted by
dix

. To compute these displacements, we employ a hashmap called the pointer map (pm) to keep
an association between effective addresses and their displacement from the array base. We initial-
ize pm[A] = 0; also, for our example, we already have a pm initialization coming in, pm[e1] = di1 ,
corresponding to the incoming effective address e1. As will be clear in Section 3.3, pm is held by
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our LLVM transformation system (not the runtime). Overall, we show how each GEP instruction
is turned into three replacement instructions and a pm update.

Each GEP in the source program will correspond to exactly one GEP in the transformed program
that will compute the same address under fault-free executions. The crucial observation here is that
the relativized chain of addresses rpx propagates bit-flips forward along the address calculation
chain when faults are considered. At every juncture, in the absence of bit-flips, each effective
address ex matches the corresponding relativized address rpx . However, under a bit-flip, they will
not match.

We now study the various cases involved, without and with shortcuts that exploit special cases.

No shortcut: The standard approach for relativization involves an addition and subtraction. This
case is involved in handling the instruction e2 = д(e1, i1). Since we are inserting new instructions
into the computation to detect bit-flips, we need to be sure that our inserted instructions them-
selves do not incur a bit-flip that goes undetected. Corruption to the add instruction will corrupt
%d ′, which will flow through %Δ and %r ′. This will leave the relative pointer and relative index in
a self-consistent state, which will go unnoticed by our system. A possible mitigation for this would
be to repeat the add and compare the results. This unoptimized case is very infrequent (see detailed
evaluations in Section 5.2). We have not yet implemented this protection for the add instruction;
even if we were to do so, the overhead would be quite negligible.

On the other hand, if the subtraction is corrupted, then the gep will also be corrupted, but the
relative index, %d ′, will not be. This will be caught by our system.

Shortcut (R1): An example of this shortcut can be seen when handling the instruction e3 =

д(e2).Here, i2 builds off the just calculated e2. This allows us to directly determine that Δ3 = i2,
eliminating a runtime subtraction. Thus, under this shortcut, we are inserting just an addition.
Corrupting this addition will change only the relative index while the relative pointer will be un-
corrupted; hence, the corruption will be caught.

Shortcut (R2): This shortcut can be exploited when handling the instruction e5 = д(A, i4). In
this example, A’s effective address directly forms the first argument of the GEP. This allows us to
determine that di 5 = i4 given that pm[A] = 0, helping avoid a runtime addition. Thus, under this
shortcut, only a runtime subtraction is involved. This subtraction will flow to the gep and yield a
corrupt relative pointer but will not corrupt the relative index. The inconsistent state left by this
will be caught by our system.

Shortcut (R3): If the subtraction is a constant value for all paths to the basic block, then we
can also avoid a runtime subtraction. Thus, under this shortcut, there is no added computation
whatsoever. We refer to this case as “stride” in Section 5.2. Section 5 provides a detailed evaluation
of these cases.

3.3 Formal Translation Algorithm

We will now express the formal LLVM transformation as a process of code generation, focusing
on an intra basic-block perspective. We insert assert statements into the translated output, serving
as the error detectors. In the actual FailAmp implementation, we push these asserts outside of the
basic blocks as far as possible. The basic idea is to push the asserts to the point just before the
relativized pointers are lost. More specifically:

• For pointers that are live throughout a function —namely, argument pointers —the assert
can be pushed to the exit block. When a dependent pointer is transformed, these asserts are
pushed along to two points:
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Fig. 3. Formal transformation in FailAmp.

—just before the pointer is about to be overwritten and
—when the pointer goes dead.
The first case occurs when the block that created the dependent pointer is revisited. In
our implementation, an assert is placed before this information is lost (since the relativized
pointer will otherwise be overwritten).

• For the second case, a simple liveness check is used, and all edges leading to blocks where
the pointer becomes dead will carry an assert.

We also sketch how we stitch together the basic blocks, flowing the relative pointer around,
introducing Phi nodes as needed — again, techniques considered standard. We do, however, check
through extensive testing plus formal analysis described in Section 4 that these steps (beyond a
single basic block) are (best-effort) correct. The correctness of the transformation at the basic block
level has also been covered by our testing and formal analysis.

We express the translation through one state transition (structural operational semantics-style)
rule in Figure 3. We use variable names of the form “%v ,” mimicking LLVM SSA variable names.
Unique internal names (corresponding to %r ′, %d ′, etc.) are automatically generated during the
LLVM pass. The state contains five components:

• The pointer map pm, which is updated via pm+ = (a,b), adding the key-value pair (a,b).
• An input program with one instruction highlighted, %e ′ = д(%e,%i ), and the remainder of

the program P coming after the semi-colon.
• A relative pointer %r coming into the basic block or already available in the basic block.
• A displacement %d coming into the basic block or already available in the basic block.
• The generated relativized program so far, R.

We generate a new five-tuple of next state:

• The pointer map pm is updated with (%r ′,%d ′).
• The input program shrinks down to P (the rest of the program).
• The name of the new relative pointer %r ′ being passed along is generated.
• The name of the new displacement variable %d ′ being passed along is generated. Note that

%d ′ is being assigned in the NewCode generated as
%d ′ = add (pm[%e],%i );

• The generated relativized code is R followed by NewCode , which consists of the code to
compute Δ, the code to compute %r ′ using a new GEP that works off the relativized address
%r coming in.
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• The generated code also carries an assert that checks for bit-flips (as said earlier, these
asserts can be delayed till the “exit points,” as illustrated in Figure 1.

It is assumed that all other instruction types are ignored by the rule in Figure 3. Also, note howpm is
updated during code generation. The three shortcuts mentioned in Section 3.2 can be incorporated
into the above generalized transition rule.

4 SEMI-FORMAL CHECKING OF FAILAMP

We check the correctness of the relativized pointers generated by FailAmp using the SMACK ver-
ifier [24]. SMACK works by translating LLVM code into an intermediate verification language
called Boogie, which is then used for assertion checking using an SMT solver. SMACK is a bounded

verifier, meaning that it verifies programs with loops by unrolling them a statically bounded num-
ber of times. To apply SMACK on our benchmarks, we instrumented them as follows:

• We make all inputs to the kernel nondeterministic (i.e., unconstrained), meaning that they
can take any value. This differentiates verification from testing, where concrete values have
to be provided.

• After every address computation from a relativized pointer, we insert an assertion that the
computed value is the same as the non-relativized pointer.

This instrumentation allows us to verify the correctness of a transformed kernel pointer relativiza-
tion.

4.1 Finding a Correctness Bug in FailAmp

When we first ran SMACK on the benchmark suite, we discovered an error in the way Fail-
Amp handled GEP chains. This issue was encountered in vectorized-loop entry code, which was
never executed in concrete test runs since the input arrays were aligned by malloc. Hence, testing
failed to catch this error, which was revealed only during our verification step. After correcting
it, we uncovered an issue with SMACK’s translation of variables modified in loops generated at
higher optimization levels. Specifically, SMACK translated loop blocks that branch directly to a
loop header and to another loop block to Boogie with updates happening before the branch. This
caused SMACK to erroneously report errors related to address computation since indexing incre-
ments were performed before address calculation. The SMACK developers addressed this issue,
permitting a more complete verification with SMACK.

We have verified all FailAmp transformed kernels with SMACK with a loop bound between 7
and 14, and for various optimization and vectorization levels. Some benchmarks take up to a day
for SMACK to verify, but most complete in under 10 minutes.

Assertion Coverage: We also checked whether SMACK is able to reach each assertion generated
by FailAmp. We accomplished this by negating a single assertion in the transformed kernel and
running SMACK to find an assertion violation, thereby showing that SMACK is able to reach the
assertion. We found that 90% of all assertions generated by FailAmp are reachable and, hence, also
verified by SMACK. Our inspection of the unreached assertions shows that they occur in blocks
that may, in fact, not be reachable. Specifically, we found that such blocks are reachable only after
an unsigned 64-bit indexing variable has overflowed. This insight proved valuable to us during the
sanity-checking of the FailAmp algorithm.

In summary, our SMACK experiments have greatly enhanced our confidence in our FailAmp
transformations. To gain additional confidence in FailAmp, we exhaustively checked within a small
scope that all the injected faults are detected. This is discussed in Section 5.4.
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Fig. 4. GEP shortcut counts.

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Benchmark Suite

To assess the performance of our transformation and test its correctness, we started with the full
set of benchmarks in the PolyBench benchmark suite [23]. These were modified to allow two
different representations of multi-dimensional arrays, named single- and multi-data layout. We use
the term single-data layout to refer to a multi-dimensional array laid out as a contiguous chunk: a
two-dimensional matrix in this form is indexed as [x * width + y]. We use the term multi-data

layout to refer to structures similar to argv (represented as a pointer array of arrays). This layout
is indexed as [x][y].

PolyBench contains benchmarks in four main categories; data mining, linear algebra, stencil
computation, and medley. The linear algebra category is further broken down into BLAS opera-
tions, solvers, and kernels. There are 30 benchmarks in PolyBench; we run each with the two data
layouts, which leads to 60 benchmarks in total. All were used in our experimentation.

Two machine types were used for evaluation. Most experiments were run on the x86-64 in-
struction set. Specifically, the machines were equipped with dual Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 CPUs and
128 GB of memory. Some benchmarks were run on ARM-based machines; these were ARMv8 APM
X-GENE CPUs with 64 GB of memory.

5.2 GEPs Transformed

In Figure 4, we conduct a detailed study of the GEP instructions transformed. Recall that the R3
shortcut relies on being able to determine that a GEP has a stride that is statically known. In
such cases, the original GEP can be replaced with a GEP that uses a constant index. For example,
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consider the case where we are accessing every even index position. In this case, each access is
displaced by 2 items from the last accessed location.

There are a total of 2,048 static instances of the GEP instruction across our benchmarks. When
transforming these, the first shortcut R1 was matched 253 times, the second shortcut R2 1,781
times, and R3 12 times. Two GEPs did not fit any shortcut method. These GEPs are part of a vector
alignment code section that is run only when argument arrays are not aligned in the benchmark
called durbin. This study shows that shortcuts are the norm and not the exception, and protecting
the introduced add instructions (occurs only 12 out of the 2,048 cases), justifying the claim in
Section 3.2 that runtime protection of the introduced instructions can incur fairly low overheads.

Overall Success in Detecting Strided Accesses: The application of the optimization to detect
strided accesses is often limited by the ability to statically determine whether a calculation is
strided. Unfortunately, depending on how a compiler generates code, this can often be obfuscated
at the LLVM level. For example, if a loop is unrolled and the indexing variable is known to be
aligned to a multiple of the unroll, LLVM will often or the index with 1 instead of adding 1. Such
logical operations can limit our ability to statically detect strided accesses.

5.3 Error Model

All resilience schemes work under a specific error model and help detect instances of such errors
during runtime. Our error model is that any of the GEP instructions employed can return a cor-
rupted result different from the actual effective address to be returned by the same GEP. We assume
that faults that corrupt the outcomes of other LLVM-level instructions are either not present or
are handled separately. These include arithmetic instructions, including the arithmetic instructions
newly inserted by FailAmp to support its own activities.

Given our focus on the protection of structured address generation, we focus on error impact-
ing instructions that contribute to address generation. Precise analysis of the propagation of soft
errors from microarchitectural state to the application can require expensive particle-beam ex-
periments (e.g., [7, 27]) or time-consuming microarchitectural simulations. One study [6] points
to the inadequacies in the space of fault injection at higher levels of abstraction. A later study [4]
shows that random single-bit-flips at lower levels of abstraction produced ensemble outcomes that
are statistically similar to RTL-level error injection. To enable rigorous analysis of our strategy, we
focus on LLVM-level fault injection studies. Given our specific target of coverage — namely, the
results of GEP calculations — we believe that this model is reliable for use in our studies.

5.4 Fault Injection–Based Validation of Relativization

To test that the detectors inserted by FailAmp were performing properly, we injected faults into
running benchmarks using the LLVM-based fault injector Vulfi [29]. Vulfi injects errors into com-
putations at a controllable random rate, and it can target specific types of LLVM instructions as
candidates for injection. We modified the runtime of Vulfi so that, instead of a random rate, a spe-
cific instruction can be fault injected. Faults were modelled as a single bit-flip to any part of the
resultant pointer of a memory address computation.

Results of a fault run fall into three categories: system error (“free” detections), FailAmp caught,
and FailAmp uncaught. System errors include segmentation violations and aborts caused by cor-
ruption of memory structures used by malloc. We performed three experiment types using this
ability: (1) one where the benchmarks were run without FailAmp and a random triple was selected
for each run; (2) another where the benchmarks were run with FailAmp and a random triple was
selected for each run; and (3) another run where the data sizes used were smaller, with FailAmp,
but every possible triple was enumerated. This was done to gain further confidence in FailAmp.
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Fig. 5. Error rates of untransformed code for x86.

For the random injection experiment type, the distribution of triples was chosen such that each
runtime GEP invocation is equally likely. We performed 10,000 runs of each benchmark for both
of the data layout types. Figure 5 shows the results of the injections on the unmodified code with
both single- and multi-data layout. Both data layouts lead to the same distribution of result types
for a given benchmark. When relativization is used, these distributions shift to the results seen in
Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Error rates of FailAmp transformed code for x86.

Even for these sizes of input (PolyBench’s medium size equates to a few megabytes of data) the
system lets through about 30% of the injected errors. When detectors are used, either the fault is
caught by the detector or a system facility catches the fault before a detector is run. In all cases
when FailAmp is used, the fault is detected.

In our exhaustive enumeration of triples experiments, we further confirmed that all of the GEPs
were being protected. In all cases, either a crash occurred from a system error or one of our de-
tectors triggered. Note that FailAmp might end up protecting even in those cases where a system
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failure might be triggered. This is important for many reasons, including the impossibility of know-
ing whether a system failure will trigger and supporting solutions such as microcheckpointing and
compiler directed checkpointing [17]. In our studies, we found that in many cases, system failures
were triggered only when “free” was called—and, in the interim, user data might be corrupted
and rendered useless, preventing the possibility of any checkpoint/recovery method. Removing
this lag time from fault to detection could allow application of more tightly coupled temporal and
spatial checkpointing [13, 14, 36].

5.5 Analysis of Overheads

The overhead of FailAmp stems from two sources: (1) the extra integer operations before address
calculations and (2) the detector code. The detector overhead becomes proportionally smaller as
the size of the data increases; this was also observed in our experiments. As the data size increases,
more data will be processed before exiting the scope of a pointer and, thus, more items will be
processed per detector. The extra integer operations will cause a constant overhead since they are
used for every memory computation. The combined effect is that at small input sizes, there will
be higher overhead, which drops asymptotically as the size increases to just the overhead of the
extra integer operations.

From a machine-level view, the indexing of arrays is done with three operations. First, the index
is multiplied with the size of the array type. Then, the pointer value is added to this product.
Finally, the resulting sum is used as the address for a load. Since this is such a common operation,
it has been wrapped up as a single instruction in x86, namely, the complex mov instruction. This
instruction performs all three steps at once, but does not allow access to the intermediates of the

calculation. For our relativization, we need access to the sum value used for the load so that we
can use it for our next address computation. Luckily, the first two steps have also been packaged
in x86 as the Load Effective Address, lea, instruction. Thus, it seems we should be able to perform
this relativization while adding only one to two integer instructions for the delta calculation to
each memory operation.

A problem arises when looking at restrictions on the lea instruction. If an lea uses a pointer
located in %ebp, %RBP, or %R13, it will incur an additional three-cycle latency. If an lea uses all
three source operands, it will incur the same latency. If all source operands are used, it must be
dispatched on port one. If a source operand is coming from an execution unit a three-cycle delay
will occur [15]. All these restrictions mean that we will often be meeting one or more of the criteria
and have the address calculation delayed. This can be an imperceptible difference for code, which
is computation heavy but is a big downside for memory-intensive code.

Figure 7 shows histograms of the overhead of using the FailAmp transformation. Nine bench-
marks in the single layout actually speed up when using FailAmp. Overall, there is a tight grouping
at the low end of the overhead plot, with a few outliers. Reassuringly, the outliers were benchmarks
which had subsecond runtimes, where a 50% overhead is obtained for runs that take a second of
compute time. In particular, these outliers include the kernels jacobi_1d, durbin, and mvt, which
took 5 ms, 40 ms, and 500 ms to execute. This further reassures us that for realistic sizes, the
overhead of FailAmp can be acceptably small.

5.6 Exploiting the ARM ISA to Reduce FailAmp Overhead

The ARM instruction set also has instructions that help combine the steps of indexing and load-
ing. The standard model of computing the address to load and then performing the load is present
in ARM and is called offset addressing. There are also two modes, called pre-indexing and post-
indexing modes, which modify the pointer upon indexing. These modes essentially update the
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Fig. 7. Overhead histograms for x86.

register holding the pointer to the base plus offset value while also performing the load. They are
different only with respect to when the load occurs: pre-indexing loads the pointer and then cal-
culates the base plus offset, whereas post-indexing calculates the base plus offset prior to the load.
The post-indexed addressing mode does exactly what we want. Relativizing accesses has been baked
into the ISA; thus, we should see lower overheads for ARM since the only cost is the additional
integer instructions.
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Fig. 8. Overhead histograms for ARM.

Assessment of Overall Success of ARM-specific Optimizations: A smaller number of tests
show a speedup when using ARM than was seen for x86, with an outlier showing a 25% to 35%
speedup, as seen in Figure 8. This speedup was achieved on the seidel_2d benchmark with both
single- and multi-data layouts, and dropped the runtime from 26 min normally to 18 min with
FailAmp. While these fast outliers are nice, the overall grouping is not quite what we predicted. A
probable reason for this relates to the exact hardware being used. The AppliedMicro X-Gene pro-
cessor [11] was used to run the benchmarks, which contains only two ports for integer operations.
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The overhead of our additional integer instructions is being amplified when these ports are full.
In an ARM CPU with a wider execution path, this problem would perhaps be alleviated.

5.7 Case study: LULESH

LULESH is the Livermore Unstructured Lagrangian Explicit Shock Hydrodynamics miniapp, which
is representative of numerical algorithms, data motion, and programming style typical in scientific
C or C++-based applications [16]. We used the FailAmp transformation on LULESH, targeting the
computation functions that it employs, and tested the resulting miniapp for both error detection
and overhead.

We performed 10,000 random error injections to both the transformed and untransformed appli-
cations. When injecting errors into the untransformed application, the rate of “system detection”
is similar to what we obtained with PolyBench. That is, without FailAmp, 71% of the faults will
result in “system detection” but 29% will slip by uncaught. When FailAmp is used, all errors are
detected and we observed that the system detection rate lowers to 67%, with 33% being picked up
by FailAmp.

Next, we ran both applications (with and without FailAmp) 100 times to determine FailAmp’s
overhead. The default size of simulation for LULESH is a cube with side length of 32. Even at this
small data size, there is only a 13% overhead for FailAmp, with a 3% standard deviation. Moving
to a side length of 64 yields a drop to 11% overhead. Increasing the size again to 96 brings the
overhead to 6%. This study is the final acid test that FailAmp deserves strong consideration for
HPC code given its 100% address error detection rate and around 5% overhead.

5.8 Analysis of Robustness

5.8.1 Effect of Polyhedral and Tiling Optimizations. Given that polyhedral optimizations are im-
portant code optimizations to improve locality and are widely applied to our class of programs, our
first goal is to ensure that FailAmp’s advantages are retained in the presence of these optimiza-
tions. Polyhedral optimizations are algebraic transformations applicable whenever nested loops
contain statically predictable control flows. Such loop nests are called static control parts, charac-
terized by a collection of statements where the loop bounds and conditional expressions are affine
functions of the loop iterators as well as compile-time constants. We employ Pluto [2], an auto-
matic parallelizer and locality optimizer for affine loop nests, to generate a polyhedrally optimized
version of our primary benchmark suite. Pluto discovers and applies affine transformations, lead-
ing to efficient tiling and, thus, accruing the advantages of coarse-grained parallelism and data
locality.

5.8.2 Pluto Results Discussion. It is a known fact that Pluto-optimized code suffers not only
code bloat but also a significant increase in the number of basic blocks constituting the main
kernel. For the single-data layout, it requires a single detector per argument pointer to be invoked.
Hence, FailAmp transformation and detector invocation do not incur significant overheads with
respect to the Pluto-unoptimized version. In the case of multi-dimensional layouts of arrays, a
detector invocation is exercised for each trip through the innermost loop (pointer goes out of
scope). Correspondingly, the Pluto-optimized version tends to increase the invocation frequency
of the detectors for this case (due to dependent pointers). Hence, we see a general increase in the
overhead cost with the multi-layout in Figure 9. Even then, polyhedral codes with large tile sizes
(1,024) tend to plateau out with respect to overheads.

We did verify that our guarantees of error detection hold even for FailAmp transformations
applied to Pluto-optimized code. Pluto did not change FailAmp’s ability to detect faults.
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Fig. 9. Overhead histograms for x86 while using Pluto.

6 RELATED WORK

System resilience research is gaining momentum; space does not permit an exhaustive survey.
In this section, we briefly discuss efforts closely related to ours and point out key challenges
we overcame to make relativization work correctly and efficiently, spanning multiple application
classes.
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Error detection strategies through value tracking have gained some attention. Precisely detect-
ing silent data corruptions presents a challenging problem. The work in [8] presents an impact-
driven model for SDC detection with an objective to reduce false alarms trading off with acceptable
SDC rates. The work in [33] explores the usage of support vector machine techniques for SDC de-
tection with low memory overhead costs for HPC applications. However, these methods target the
data part of computation by through value tracking and do not target address generation.

Error detection through redundant execution has also been pursued in many works. The work
in [22] attempts to minimize the number of dynamic instructions executed for protection. Instead
of executing an expensive redundant computation, the recomputation output is approximated to
validate the computed results. While these approaches are often quite effective, they require ad-
ditional hardware or incur higher costs. The work in [31] proposes an algorithmic approach to
correct faulty application outputs through partial recomputation. The work in [34] proposes an
algorithm-based fault tolerance (ABFT) scheme for soft error detection and recovery methods for
iterative solvers.

The work in [38] performs soft-error detection in microprocessors based on symptoms that hint
at the presence of soft errors, including recovering from an earlier checkpoint. Symptom-based
recovery might detect errors in terms of anomalies but does not guarantee detection.

The work closest to ours is that reported in [28], where the authors propose a basic relativization
transformation for indexing error detection. Our work differs in the following respects:

• The work in [28] handles only single-dimension arrays. It cannot handle the full generality
of types that we handle.

• The error detection approach in [28] is based on loop exit conditions obtained through
Hoare axioms. The authors’ work cannot accommodate loops with unknown iteration
ranges. Our work can handle any LLVM-based flow graph (even non-single-entry/exit
graphs), as we flow enough information for each index to check whether its relativized
and absolute indices agree.

In contrast, FailAmp (1) generalizes the data types handled to arbitrary nests of arrays and records
(see Figure 1’s grammar), (2) handles optimizations such as vectorization that chains GEPs, and
(3) exploits pointer comparison (not Hoare axioms) for error detection. We additionally provide
extensive benchmarking, robustness analysis, formal analysis, and insights on how to exploit ar-
chitectural features (x86 versus ARM).2

Relativization transformations within a local scope are often done by compilers to improve code
quality. However, compilers typically only relativize when there is a known stride and when there
is an estimated performance improvement (thanks to the known stride). This allows compilers
employing this optimization to omit runtime delta index calculations, since each delta is the same
and a compile-time constant. This relativization is not performed when the access pattern is not
known at compile time.

The area of LLVM transformations is quite active, with transformations developed for one pur-
pose often playing a useful role for another. In this vein, our work can be viewed as a formally

validated LLVM translation of interest in its own right. We do not yet know where else such rel-
ativization that spans basic blocks and loops will find a role. However, putting FailAmp out can
only help add to the repertoire of LLVM transformations out there (especially because, as Section 5
shows, after relativization, the performance may even improve).

2We made a concerted effort to resurrect the PRESAGE code and benchmark FailAmp against it. This effort failed due to

“bit rot” in the PRESAGE code base.
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7 DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUDING REMARKS

Soft errors threaten the integrity of scientific results produced by long-running simulations—
especially for new explorations where there are often very few (if any) cost-effective alternative
checks (e.g., the simulation of binary black holes [9]). Any method that enhances system resilience
with low overheads is well suited for such application domains. Solutions tailored toward struc-
tured address generation address a crucial vulnerability window where a series of address com-
putations occur in long-running loops. Our experiments demonstrate that faults in these address
calculations often do not stray outside of legal address ranges — and, hence, in effect turn into silent

data corruptions of a fairly egregious kind, where the data fetched under the corrupted address
may be far removed from the data fetched under the absence of faults. In contrast, data corruptions
suffered by ALU calculations — the traditional mainstay of system resilience research — often tend
to resemble exaggerated rounding results. Our focus on complex address generation was directly
responsible for our point solution being efficient and precise. We leave the task of protection
against other error types (e.g., memory read/write errors) to other complementary research efforts.

Our approach of amplifying errors is unusual, in contrast with other efforts where the attempt is
often to automatically repair errors and move on. Such repair is known to be extremely difficult to
achieve. In contrast, the FailAmp approach allows computations to revert to earlier checkpoints,
repair, and move on. This approach actually fits well within microcheckpointing and recovery
methods that are central to exascale computing [37].

In this article, we extensively validated the algorithm implemented in FailAmp both empirically
and formally. We also demonstrated FailAmp’s acceptable overheads on a number of benchmarks
and showed that these benefits are unaffected by polyhedral transformations.

Our work also involved interesting challenges in the architecture and operating system spaces
in a compilation setting. We showed promise of exploiting special features of ISAs such as ARM
to reduce the overhead of relativization. During our experiments, we had to turn off address-
space randomization (ASLR) to provide repeatable measurements with respect to crashes (“system
caught errors” in our studies). Thus, the pursuit of relativization offers many intellectual challenges
cutting through the system stack.

There are many interesting research questions to be pursued further. Questions such as the
design of modern AGUs and whether they provide value forwarding (thus helping hide the over-
head of relativization) are important to consider further. It appears that relativization does not
sequentialize the AGU operation itself, as AGUs can be busy fetching across different address
streams. It also appears that relativization does not limit the ability of the compute core to exploit
instruction-level parallelism. Memory allocation-wise, it is known that the “array of array” lay-
out for multi-dimensional arrays is not as efficient as single linearly allocated multi-dimensional
arrays. This picture does not appear to change with relativization. These questions are worth an-
swering backed with actual measurements. The code of FailAmp is in a stable form and will be
released along with the final version of this article.
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